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THE EXACT CARDINALITY OF THE SET

OF TOPOLOGICAL LEFT INVARIANT MEANS

ON AN AMENABLE LOCALLY COMPACT GROUP

ANTHONY TO-MING LAU1 AND ALAN L. T. PATERSON2

Abstract. The purpose of this note is to prove that if G is an amenable locally

compact noncompact group, then the set of topological left invariant means on

LX(G) has cardinality 22 , where d is the smallest cardinality of the covering of G

by compact sets. We also prove that in this case the spectrum of the bounded left

uniformly continuous complex-valued functions contains exactly 22 minimal closed

invariant subsets (or left ideals)

1. Introduction. Let G be an amenable locally compact group and MT1(G) be the

set of all topological left invariant means on G. It was proved by Ching Chou in [2,

Theorem 5.2] that if G is a locally compact amenable group which is either

a-compact or has equivalent right and left uniform structures, then |MT1(G)| = 1 or

> 2C, where c is the cardinality of the continuum. It is one if and only if G is

compact. (For another proof of the a-compact case assuming the continuum

hypothesis, see Granirer [6, p. 61].) He conjectured [2, p. 454] that his Theorem 5.2 is

true for any locally compact group. Recently, Lau [9] showed that |MT1(G)| > 2 if G

is noncompact and amenable.

Let d(G) (or simply d) denote the smallest possible cardinality of a covering of G

by compact sets (see Liu and van Rooij [11 and 9], where the notion of d(G) has

been used). We prove in this paper (Theorem 1) that if G is a noncompact locally

compact amenable group, then |MT1(G)| = 22 . Theorem 1 improves Theorem 5.2 of

Chou [2]. It also answers affirmatively Chou's conjecture [2, p. 454]. Note that d(G)

is finite if and only if G is compact and in this case d(G) = 1. Also when G is an

infinite discrete group, then d(G) = \G\, and our Theorem 1 gives the well-known

result of Chou [3]: |MT1(G)| = 22'CI. (See also Paterson [12].)

Let A(G) denote the spectrum of the C""-algebra of bounded left uniformly

continuous complex-valued functions on G. We also prove in this paper (Proposition

2) that if G is any locally compact noncompact group, then A(G) contains at least
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22 minimal closed invariant subsets. Furthermore (Theorem 2), if G is amenable,

then the cardinality of the family of minimal closed invariant subsets of A(G) is

exactly 22 . Proposition 2 is due to Rosenblatt [14, p. 158] (see also Remark 3 on p.

106 of [3]) when G is discrete. It also improves a result of Baker and Milnes [1, p.

406].

2. Preliminaries and some notations. Throughout this paper, G will denote a

locally compact group with a fixed left Haar measure X. Let Lœ(G) be the Banach

space of essentially bounded measurable functions on G with the essential sup norm

|| • H^ and LX(G) be the space of X-integrable function f on G with norm

ll/lli = /l/l^A as defined in [8]. Let LUC(G) denote the space of bounded left

uniformly continuous complex-valued functions on G, i.e. all functions of / g CB(G)

(bounded complex-valued continuous functions on G) such that the map G -» CB(G)

defined by a -» IJ is continuous when CB(G) has the sup norm topology, where

(laf)(x) = f(ax), x g G. A positive linear functional m of norm 1 on LX(G)

[LUC(G)] is called a mean. A mean m is called a left invariant mean if m(lxf) =

m(f) for all x g G, / g LX(G) [LUC(G)]. G is amenable if LUC(G) has a left

invariant mean. As is well known [7, Theorem 2.2.1] this is equivalent to the

existence of a topological left invariant mean on LX(G), i.e. a mean m such that

m(<p * f) = m(f), f g LX(G), <p G LX(G), <p > 0, IM^ = 1, where

(WX*)-/ v{y)f(y-1x)d\(y).

Also, there is a one-to-one correspondence between M1(LUC(G)), the set of left

invariant means on LUC(G) and MT1(G) given by the restriction map (see [2,

Lemma 2.2]).

Let A(G) denote the spectrum of the commutative C*-algebra LUC(G), i.e. the

set of nonzero multiplicative linear functionals on LUC(G) with the relative weak*-

topology. Then there is a natural jointly continuous action of G on A(G) defined by

the map (g, <p) -+ /* <p where </g* <p, /> = <p(lgf), g g G, m g A and / g LUC(G).

A subset C of A(G) is invariant if l*(C) ç C for each g g G. Furthermore, a closed

subset C of A(G) is invariant if and only if C is a left ideal in A(G) with

multiplication O defined by (mOn,f) = {m,n,(f)), m, n g A(G), /g LUC(G),

where n,(f)(g) = (n,lgf), g G G. Minimal left ideals in A(S) must clearly be

closed.

3. Topologically disjoint left thick subsets in a locally compact group. Let a = a(G)

be the smallest ordinal having cardinality d(G). Let {Kß, 1 < ß < a} be a family of

compact subsets of G covering G. We may assume, without loss of generality, that

{ Kß, 1 < ß < a} is closed under finite unions.

Lemma 1. Let U be a compact neighborhood of the identity e of G. Then there exists

a subset {xßy: 1 < ß < y < a] of G such that the family {UKyxßy; 1 < ß < y < a}

is pairwise disjoint.
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Proof. If we agree that (yx, ßx) < (y2, ß2) whenever yx < y2 or whenever yx = y2

and ßx < ß2, then {(y, ß); 1 < ß < y < a) is a well-ordered set. We shall define the

sequence {xßy: l<ß<y<a} by transfinite induction. Let xn be an arbitrary

element of G. Suppose that xßy has already been defined for all pairs (y, ß) <

(y0, ß0), 1 < ß < y- Consider the union W(yQ, ß0) of the sets UKyxßy as (y, ß) runs

over all pairs (y,ß) < (yQ,ß0)- Then Ky^U'1W(y0, ß0) admits a compact covering

of cardinality less than d(G) and hence cannot be all of G. Now choose xß y to be

any element of G - Ky^U'1W(y0, ß0) to complete the inductive argument.   D

A subset fi of G is left thick if for any finite subset a of G there exists a g G such

that aa ç F (see Mitchell [10]). A family { Zß; ß g N} of left thick subsets of G is

said to be topologically disjoint if

(i) For any subset 7V0 of N, there exists a function <p G LUC(G) such that

<p(x) = 1 for all x G Zß, ß g N0, and <p(x) = 0 for ail x g Zß, ß £ N0.

The following proposition is the key to the proof of our main results.

Proposition 1. Let G be a locally compact group. There exists a topologically

disjoint family of left thick subsets {Zß; ß G N} ofGsuch that \N\ = d.

Proof. Let U be a compact neighbourhood of e. Let {xßy: l<ß<-y<a}beas

in Lemma 1. Let N = (ß; ß is an ordinal and 1 < ß < a). For each ß g N, let

Zß = [J{Kyxßy; 1 < ß < y < a). Clearly |7V| = d. Also each Zß is left thick.

Indeed, if o is a finite subset of G, then a Q Ky for some y < a. So axßy c Zß.

To see that the family ( Zß; ß g N} satisfies (i), let F be a compact symmetric

neighbourhood of e such that V3 ç U. Using Urysohn's lemma, we can find a

continuous function /: G -» [0,1] such that /(e) = 1 and f(G ~ V) = {0}. Follow-

ing an idea as in the proof of Theorem 1 [9], define a pseudometric d of G by setting

d(x,y)=\\lxf-lyf\\       (x,y<=G),

and for 1 < ß < y < «> define a function g^  on G by setting

g/?Y(*) = 1 -</(*, *0T),

where x g G  and  AT/3y = Kyxßy. Clearly,  g^y is continuous, 0 < gßy < 1, and

g^?(x) = 1 for all x g Kßy. Furthermore, if gßy(x) > 0, then x g V2Kßy. (Indeed,

in that case, d(x, y) < 1 for some y g Kßy, and hence Vx C\ Vy =£ 0. For other-

wise (lj)(x'1) = 1 and (y Xx"1) = 0 and d(x, y) = 1.)

Define, for each ß g N, yß = T.{gßy, ß «S y < «}• Since the family {<7AT^y;

1 <ß<Y<«}is pairwise disjoint, it follows that <pß is well defined and 0 < ^(x)

< 1 for each x g G. Also, each qp^ is left uniformly continuous. Indeed, let x G F

and suppose that t g G such that \<pß(xt) — yß(t)\ > 0. If <ph(xt) + 0, then xi g

F2^^, for some unique y, and this gives t g V3Kßy ç. UKßy. Similarly, if <pß(t) + 0,

then both xt and t are in UKBy for unique y- Thus

Wß(xt) - <pß(t) I = \gßy(xt) - gßy(t) I = \d(t, Kßy) - d(xt, Kßy) I

<d(t,xt)=\\lxf-f\\.

Consequently \\lx<pß - <pß\\ < ||/x/ - /||. Hence <pß G LUC(G) since / g LUC(G).

Finally if N0 is a subset of N, let <p = Z{ <p^; ß g 7V0}. Then <p satisfies (i).   D
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4. Minimal closed invariant subsets of A(G). If g g G, let 8g g Aie) be defined

by Sgif) = /(&)> f e LUC(g). For any subset F çj G, let F~ denote the closure of

{5Ä;gGF}inA(G).

Lemma 2. Let {Fu; u g T} be a collection of subsets of G such that for any

ult..., u„ e T, D{ F„.; / = 1,..., n} is left thick. Then the set C = D{(gFJ-; g G G,
u G T} is nonempty, compact, and invariant in A(G).

Proof. For any finite subset a of G and ux,..,,«„€ T, fl{gFK; g g a, i =

1,..., n} is nonempty by left thickness of D{ Fu ; i = 1,..., n}. Hence C is non-

empty and compact. The invariance of C is immediate.   D

Lemma 3. Let G be a noncompact locally compact group. If G contains a topologi-

cally disjoint infinite family {Zß; ß G N} of left thick subsets, then A(G) contains at

least 22    minimal closed invariant subsets.

Proof. By Lemma 2 in [3], we can find a family {Nu; u g T) of subsets of N

such that |T| = 2d and whenever ux,...,un are distinct elements of T and e¡ g (1, c},

where, for A C N, A1 = A, Ac = N ~ A, then (]£. xN« * 0. Let P = {l,c}T so

that |P| = 22". For ueT, let Eu = \J{Zß; ß g Nu). For'p g P, let

Cp = r\{(gEp^y-g<=G,u&T}

(here E\ = Eu, Ecu = [U{Kyxßy; l<ß<Y<«}]~ Eu). By Lemma 2, each Cp is

nonempty, compact, and invariant (hence must contain a nonempty minimal closed

invariant subset). We now show that

CpnCq=0    for p*q.

Indeed, if p # q, there exists u0 g T such that p(u0) # q(u0). Suppose, without

loss of generality, that p(u0) = 1, q(u0) = c. Then

cpc(eJ-,     c,c (£;)-.

By (i), there exists m g Lucie) such that <p(x) = 1 for all x g Zß, ß g NUq, and

<p(x) = 0 for ail x g Z^, ß g TV^. In particular, ^,(1^=0.   D

Baker and Milnes [1, Remark 2, p. 406] prove that if G is any noncompact abelian

group, then A(G) contains at least 2C minimal closed invariant subsets (left ideals).

The following is an improvement of their result (see Theorem 2).

Proposition 2. Let G be a noncompact locally compact group. Then A(G) contains

at least 22  minimal closed invariant subsets.

Proof. Use Proposition 1 and Lemma 3.

Corollary. Let G be a locally compact group. Then A(G) has finitely many

minimal closed invariant subsets if and only if G is compact.

5. The main results.

Lemma 4. Let G be an amenable locally compact group. If A(G) contains n minimal

closed invariant subsets, then |MT1(G)| > n.
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Proof. Let C be a closed invariant subset of A(G). Let M be the weak*-closed

convex hull of C in LUC(G)*. Then M is also G-invariant and the action of G on

M defined by (g,m)-> l*m is jointly continuous. Hence by Day's fixed point

theorem [4 and 5], there exists m0 g M such that l*m0 = m0 for all g g G.

Furthermore, the support of m0 (regarded as a regular Borel measure on A) is

contained in C. Hence

|MT1(G)| = |M1(LUC(G))|> n.

Theorem  1.   Let  G be a noncompact amenable locally compact group.   Then

|MT1(G)| = 22\

Proof. By Proposition 2 and Lemma 4, |MT1(G)| ^ 22 . To prove the converse,

let 77 be a a-compact noncompact open subgroup of G (see [2, Lemma 4.8]). We

can find a compact normal subgroup AT of 77 such that H/K is separable (see [8, p.

71]). Let [i be the normalized Haar measure on K regarded as a probability measure

in M(G). Let v G LX(G), v > 0 and ||f|J, = 1. Let 0 = ¡i*v. Then 6 G LX(G),

\\e\\x = 1, and Bx > 0. Also (m,6*f) = (m,f) for each /g LX(G) and m G

MT1(G). Consequently, each m g MTl(G) may be regarded as a continuous linear

function on the subspace A = {6 * f; f g Lx(G)} contained in LUC(G). Further-

more, each function in A is constant on right cosets of G with respect to the

subgroup K. Consequently, A may be regarded as a subspace of CB(G\A^), where

G\K denotes the right coset space of G with respect to K. Clearly, the smallest

possible covering of G \ K by compact sets has cardinality d. Also, every compact

subset C of G \ K is separable (since C can be covered by finitely many open sets of

the form (H\K) ■ g, gG G, and each ( 77 \ K ) ■ g is separable). Hence we can find

a dense subset T of G\K of cardinality K0 • d = d. Since every function in

CB(G \ K ) is determined by its value on T, we have | CB(G \ K ) | < cd = 2d. So

|MT1(G) | < |.4*| < |CB(G\.rí )*| < c2¿ = 22'.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.   D

Remark. It follows from Theorem 1 that if G is a noncompact amenable locally

compact group, then the dimension of the linear span of the set of topological left

invariant means is infinite. Also, in this case, the dimension of the radical of the

Banach algebra LUC(G)* is at least 22 . (See discussion after Theorems 5.2 and 5.5

in Chou [2] and Chapter III in Granirer [6].)

Theorem 2. Let G be a noncompact amenable locally compact group. Then A(G)
-yd

contains exactly 2    minimal closed invariant subsets.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 4 and Proposition 2.   D
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